bigHead Tubtara®

Extra large head
Standard Tubtara®
Steel, stainless steel A2 & A4

Tubtara® with extra large head for mechanical joining of composites or strong anchor applications

• Design

A disc or oversized washer is welded onto a standard Tubtara blind rivet nut’s head. Both the rivet nut and the disc can feature additional characteristics resulting in a wide product versatility. A customized design could incorporate additional shank features (knurl, hex), disc forms (square, cylindrical) or characteristics like a keyed head or underhead cross.

• Advantages for composite applications

• customized mechanical fastening solutions
• the oversized head provides a large bearing area
• the bigHead is ensuring a greater load distribution into the substrate, resulting in higher pull-out values
• with a perforated disc design, the Tubtara can lock securely into position, embedded or not
• installed quickly and tightly, despite burrs or uneven surfaced substrates
• is hole size tolerant
• allows easy inspection possibility
• requires minimal surface preparation and can be disassembled after installation

The collaboration between bigHead Bonding Fasteners Ltd. and Dejond results from a customer specific application in the marine industry.

How to order or inquire: Please prefix the TUBTARA order code with ‘R852-’ example: R852-513550